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Cambridge School, Noida 

Assignment on Ch-10 Understanding HTML   

Subject: Computer Science 
 

Q1 Name the software used for creating and viewing the webpage (web document). 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Q2 What will happen if you save an html file with .txt extension? 

______________________________________________________________________________

Q3 Define hypertext. 

Q4 Expand SGML 

Q5   Mention one name for the following group  

i. <html>, <title>, <body> 

ii. <hr>, <br> 

iii. Align, color, face 

iv. XML, HTML, DHTML 

Q6 Refer the webpage and mention the various tags used to create the same. Also mention 

whether it is a container or empty tag 

 

Q7 Debug the following code 

a) <image source=”hills.bnh” height=”300cm” width=”200inch”> 

b) <html> 

<head> <title> computer system <title/> 

<body   text=”arial”> 

A computer is an electronic <sub><b>device</sub></b> that takes in certain input, 

processes it and <hr/> gives us the desired output <br></html></body> 

c) <font size=”8”, color=”blue”>Computer </font> 

d) <b><i> <u> hello</u><b></i> 

e) <p align=”centre”> this paragraph is centre aligned </p> 

Q8 Mention one line html code for the following actions.      

i. To set the text “welcome” in “Comic Sans MS” style. 

ii. To set the margin of the right side of the webpage to 100 pixels. 

iii. To create a paragraph which is right aligned. 

iv.  To set the image as wallpaper on the webpage. 
v. To increase or decrease the font size of the webpage 
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Cambridge School, Noida 

Assignment on Ch-11 Using List and Creating Table   

Subject: Computer Science 
Q1 Write html commands for the following 

i. To draw a 5 pixel thick line on the webpage 

ii. To move the text from left to right. 

iii. To give a line break 

iv. To align a 10 pixel thick line on the right side of the webpage. 

Q2 What is the difference between the image inserted using  <IMG> tag and background attribute of 

<body> tag? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Q3 Debug the following code 

f) <OL type=”Q” start=”r”> 

g) <a href=”homepage.html”><\a> 

h) <table> border=”4”> 

<tr> 

<td>Name</tr> 

</tr> 

</table> 

i) <ul type=”triangle”> 

<li>Oranges</li> 

<li>Apple</li> 

</ol> 

j) <table border=2 cellspacing=50% cellpadding=50%> 

<td><tr>1</td><td>2</td></tr> 

<td><tr>3</td><td>4</td></tr> 

</table> 

 
Q4 Write html commands for the following 

a. To insert an image “logo.gif” in the centre of dimensions 100 by 200 pixels, displaying 

the alternative text as “school logo” 

b. To create a link to the webpage fp.html 

c. To create a table of 3 rows and 4 columns with border 3 pixels  of height and width 400 

pixels respectively. 

d. To create an ordered list with numbers i, ii, iii 

e. To display the text “html programming” from left to right and right to left 
Q5 Which of the following is displayed when type=circle is used in unordered list in html. 

a.  

b.  

c.  

 

Q6 Behavior attribute belongs to which tag? Mention the values that the behavior attribute can have. 


